Israeli claim: Crisis between German Gov and Parliament because of Palestinian Curriculum
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*The Jerusalem Post* claimed that the funding of Palestinian schools caused a crisis in Germany between the parliament and the government because it offered a curriculum praising the martyrs who carried out suicide bombings in the occupation state and killed Israelis.

The newspaper said Chancellor Angela Merkel called on a number of members of the German parliament to stop government tax funding for books used in Palestinian schools.

She noted that MP Müller Rosentritt said Palestinian textbooks praised people who carried out martyrdom operations in Israel, claiming that this generated hatred and violence against Israelis, and called for an immediate halt to those funds.

She said that other deputies confirmed that the Palestinian books glorify the perpetrators of the suicide bombings in the occupation state, including the martyr Dalal Mughrabi, who carried out a suicide bombing that killed 38 Israelis; and that it removes the existence of Israel from the map of the Middle East.

The newspaper pointed out that the spokesman for the German government, said that an independent investigation will be conducted in the Palestinian textbooks, to find out the truth of the matter.

The German government is offering 32 million euros to the Palestinian Authority; recently 25 million euros were added after the U.S. government announced aid cuts.